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Abstract
Currently, the treatment of blood blister-like aneurysms (BBAs) of the supraclinoid internal
carotid artery (ICA) is challenging and utilizes many therapeutic methods, including direct clipping
and suturing, clipping after wrapping, clipping after suturing, coil embolization, stent-assisted coil
embolization, multiple overlapping stents, flow-diverting stents, covered stents, and trapping with
or without bypass. In these therapeutic approaches, the optimal treatment method for BBAs has
not yet been defined based on the current understanding of BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA.
Therefore, in this study, we aimed to review the literature from PubMed to discuss and analyze the
pros and cons of the above approaches while adding our own viewpoints to the discussion. Among
the surgical methods, direct clipping was the easiest method if the compensation of the collateral
circulation of the intracranial distal ICA was sufficient or direct clipping did not induce stenosis in
the parent artery. In addition, the clipping after wrapping technique should be chosen as the
optimal surgical modality to prevent rebleeding from these lesions. Among the endovascular
methods, multiple overlapping stents (≥3) with coils may be a feasible alternative for the treatment
of ruptured BBAs. In addition, flow-diverting stents appear to have a higher rate of complete
occlusion and a lower rate of retreatment and are a promising treatment method. Finally, when all
treatments failed or the compensation of the collateral circulation of the intracranial distal ICA was
insufficient, the extracranial-intracranial (EC-IC) arterial bypass associated with surgical or
endovascular trapping, a complex and highly dangerous method, was used as the treatment of last
resort.
Key words: blood blister-like aneurysm, internal carotid artery, supraclinoid segment, treatment, review.

Introduction
Blood blister-like aneurysms (BBAs) account for
0.5-2.0% of ruptured intracranial aneurysms and lead
to unusually high morbidity and mortality rates [1, 2].
BBAs are small sidewall lesions that arise from
nonbranched arteries. BBAs can grow in many sites,
such as the supraclinoid internal carotid artery (ICA),
middle cerebral artery, anterior communicating
artery, basilar artery, and posterior cerebral artery [3,

4]. Among these sites, most BBAs arise from the
supraclinoid ICA [5, 6]. BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA
are distinguished from saccular aneurysms by several
unique characteristics, such as a hemispheric and
broad-based appearance, a lack of an identifiable neck
originating from a nonbranching site of an artery,
instability, morphological changes on short-term
angiographic follow-up, fragility and the tendency to
http://www.medsci.org
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rupture or regrow [7, 8]. Therefore, the treatment
methods for BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA,
particularly ruptured BBAs, should be different from
the treatments for saccular aneurysms [9].
Ruptured BBAs consist of a platelet plug
covering a thin layer of adventitia, which overlies a
defect in the intima and media that lacks the usual
collagen layer; therefore, the management of BBAs of
the supraclinoid ICA remains difficult [10]. BBAs
should be treated as early as possible to avoid
rebleeds [11]. However, until now, there has been no
consensus as to how to treat BBAs of the supraclinoid
ICA. During a literature review, we identified several
techniques that have been applied to treat BBAs of the
supraclinoid ICA, including direct clipping [12],
suturing [13], clipping after wrapping [14, 15], the
application of encircling clips [16], endovascular or
surgical trapping with or without extra bypass [17,
18], coiling [19], stenting or flow-diverting stents [20]
and multiple overlapping stents [5, 6].
Of these therapeutic approaches, the optimal
treatment method for BBAs has not yet been defined
based on the current understanding of BBAs of the
supraclinoid ICA. Therefore, we herein review the
literature to date. “Blood blister-like aneurysms” and
“supraclinoid internal carotid artery aneurysms”
were used as search terms of the “PubMed” and “Web
of Science” databases to identify English-language
literature. More than 200 articles were obtained, 83 of
which are cited here. We aimed to review the
literature from “PubMed” and “Web of Science” to
discuss and analyze the pros and cons of the above
approaches while adding our own viewpoints to the
discussion.

Classification and therapeutic protocol
for BBAs
Currently, the therapeutic protocol for BBAs of
the supraclinoid ICA is rarely mentioned in the
literature, and studies more often focus on specific
therapeutic methods [5, 6]. In fact, treatment of BBAs
of the supraclinoid ICA abides by certain principles.
In 2015, Bojanowski et al. proposed that BBAs of the
supraclinoid ICA should be divided into four types.
Type I BBAs are simply BBAs with a small bulge,
whereas type II BBAs resemble a saccular aneurysm
and involve part of the ICA wall. A small portion of
the healthy artery wall must be included when type I
and II BBAs are clipped. Type III BBAs involve a
larger longitudinal portion of the ICA and this type of
lesion requires the application of 2 clips in tandem.
Type IV BBAs involve almost the entire ICA
circumference, and the clipping after wrapping
technique is required [21]. This classification provides
some indications of the therapeutic options for
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treating BBAs based on their morphological features.
Apparently, the morphological features are not
sufficient. Han et al. commented that if the blood flow
of the ICA is not considered, then the treatment of
BBAs may be dangerous and cause forced trapping
after
intraoperative
bleeding;
therefore,
neurosurgeons must be prepared to perform a bypass
if needed [22].
Therefore, in addition to determining how to
repair the BBAs, neurosurgeons should place more
emphasis on the blood flow of the supraclinoid ICA
when formulating a treatment plan for BBAs. We
proposed a therapeutic protocol for BBAs of the
supraclinoid ICA. Before treatment, the most
important consideration is whether the therapeutic
methods will reduce blood flow of the supraclinoid
ICA. If the treatment will reduce blood flow,
compensatory collateral circulation of the intracranial
distal ICA should be evaluated. When the
compensation is sufficient, all available surgical or
endovascular treatments are options, even if they
narrow or occlude the ICA. When the compensation is
insufficient, a bypass between the external carotid
artery (ECA) and ICA is necessary. Then, after bypass,
trapping is a good treatment choice. Therapeutic
methods that will not reduce blood flow in the ICA
are alternative treatment options. However, during
treatment, compensatory collateral circulation of the
intracranial distal ICA should be immediately
evaluated once the blood flow in the ICA decreases,
perhaps using bypass.
Therefore, therapeutic approaches for BBAs can
be classified into three types: (i) surgical treatments to
obliterate the BBA combined with reconstruction of
the supraclinoid ICA, including direct clipping and
suturing, clipping after wrapping, and clipping after
suturing, (ii) endovascular treatments to repair the
BBAs combined with reconstruction of the
supraclinoid ICA, including coiling, stenting,
flow-diverting stents or multiple overlapping stents,
and (iii) surgical or endovascular trapping assisted by
extracranial-intracranial (EC-IC) arterial bypass. This
study will document these therapeutic approaches in
detail and provide some suggestions concerning BBA
treatment.

Surgical treatments for BBAs combined
with reconstruction of the supraclinoid
ICA
Direct clipping and suturing
When BBAs are small and located at the dorsal
supraclinoid ICA, they are treated with clips applied
parallel to the ICA, which incorporate a thin band of
tissue from the healthy arterial wall, without causing
http://www.medsci.org
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apparent arterial stenosis [21]. When BBAs are small
and located at the ventral supraclinoid ICA, they are
treated with clips applied perpendicular to the ICA or
across the ICA, with the encircling clip applied to the
medial artery wall [23, 24]. When direct clipping is
applied appropriately, good outcomes are achieved,
without apparent ICA stenosis; for example, in 2009,
Otani et al. reported a study of 4 patients who
underwent direct clipping, 3 of whom did not present
apparent supraclinoid ICA stenosis and achieved
good outcomes [25]. In addition, in 2016, Pahl et al.
also treated 4 patients with BBAs of the supraclinoid
ICA using direct aneurysm clipping, 3 of whom did
not present apparent supraclinoid ICA stenosis and
achieved good outcomes [26].
Suturing the BBAs is also a good choice. For
example, in 2009, Vashu et al. treated two patients
with intraoperative rupture of BBAs of the
supraclinoid ICA, and after suturing, these two
patients showed normal caliber vessels with no
recurrence of BBAs during the follow-up [27]. In
addition, the repair of BBAs with vascular closure
staple clips is a similar technique to suturing. For
example, in 2004, Yanagisawa et al. reported a study
of a patient with a ruptured BBA and discussed that
several attempts to apply various clips and repair the
wall with sutures failed to close the tear; finally, the
large tear of the ICA was repaired using vascular
closure staple clips, which were placed as close to the
edges of the tear as possible to avoid vessel
narrowing; therefore, this procedure is useful for the
urgent repair of an aneurysm tear [28].
Although direct clipping and suturing are used
treat BBAs without stenosis of the ICA, there is a risk
of stenosis of the ICA during direct clipping or
suturing [29], particularly for large BBAs such as type
III BBAs, as proposed by Bojanowski et al. in 2015
[21]. In addition, the ICA may become narrow when
multiple clips are used for large BBAs [30]. However,
stenosis of the ICA does not always lead to clinical
syndromes. The level of stenosis that does not result
in clinical syndromes has not been clearly defined, but
some studies have found that mild stenosis of the ICA
is acceptable; for example, in 2006, Sim et al. reported
that the direct clipping of six BBAs did not result in
severe stenosis of the ICA and good outcomes were
achieved [30]. In 2010, McLaughlin et al. reported the
direct clipping of 7 BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA;
although angiograms showed the expected mild
stenosis of the ICA in 4 patients after clipping, no
clinical or radiological cerebral infarctions were
observed and the outcomes were favorable [31].
In fact, when neurosurgeons perform direct
clipping or suturing of large BBAs, they may
experience difficultly in controlling the clipping to
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avoid severe stenosis of the supraclinoid ICA [25, 29].
Therefore, the preoperative balloon occlusion test or
compression test should be performed to examine the
collateral circulation. In 2015, Yu et al. reported on
nine patients who underwent direct clipping of BBAs
of the supraclinoid ICA, the blood flow in the middle
cerebral artery decreased by less than 40% after the
ICA was compressed, and no clinical symptoms were
observed. Therefore, the patients were considered
suitable for direct clipping of the BBA; although in
some cases, the parent arteries developed severe
stenosis, good outcomes were obtained [12].
Therefore, direct clipping requires that the
compensation of the collateral circulation of the BBA
side is sufficient to guarantee the safety of the
operation.
Direct clipping and suturing are risky. In
addition to severe stenosis of the supraclinoid ICA,
the clip may be unstable and easily slip from the BBA;
for example, in 1998, Abe et al. reported on a BBA case
in which the clip slipped from the ICA after clipping,
rebleeding occurred, and then the BBA was sutured
[32]. In another example, in 2006, Sim et al. reported
on two BBA cases where the clip slipped at the end of
the dural closing and the BBAs had to be reclipped
[30]. Cotton is often placed on the BBA before it is
clipped to increase the friction force and prevent the
clip from slipping [33]. In addition, during clipping or
suturing, severe intraoperative bleeding may occur if
a large tear occurs at the BBA; in this case, the
bleeding cannot be controlled using direct clipping
and suturing and BBA trapping becomes the
treatment of last resort, which may also require a
bypass [18, 34, 35]. Even when some BBAs are
clipped, a temporary bypass with radial-middle
cerebral artery was required to prevent ischemia [18].
The direct clipping methods with or without parent
stenosis are shown in Figure 1A.

Clipping after wrapping
When BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA are large,
such as the type III and IV BBAs proposed by
Bojanowski et al. in 2015 [21]. Then direct clipping is
difficult and dangerous because the wall of the lesion
is so thin and fragile that the BBAs often rupture at the
base during clipping; therefore, clipping after
wrapping may be a good choice [8]. A strip of gauze is
used to wrap the parent artery and BBA, and then
both the gauze and BBA are clipped; this technique is
known as clipping after wrapping [32]. The dorsal
BBAs can be conveniently clipped using the clipping
after wrapping method; however, when BBAs are
located at the ventral wall of the supraclinoid ICA, a
fenestrated clip is used, whereas a tiny piece of Teflon
fiber and fibrin glue are used for effective adhesion of
http://www.medsci.org
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the margin [36]. In most cases, the clipping after
wrapping technique was useful, particularly for cases
without intraoperative rupture of the BBAs; for
example, in 2006, Kubo et al. performed the clipping
after wrapping technique with polytetrafluoroethylene on 6 BBAs of the ICA; all patients had an
uneventful postoperative course, with no recurrent
subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) during the
follow-up period [37].
However, clipping after wrapping is risky; for
example, in 1998, Abe et al. in 1998 on 2 patients who
underwent clipping after wrapping, and in one case,
the aneurysm had grown 17 days after the surgery,
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and in the other case, the patient experienced
rebleeding on day 14 post-surgery [32]. An approach
combining acute clipping after wrapping with
subsequent definitive endovascular flow diversion
reconstruction may improve the long-term treatment
durability and effects [38]. In addition, stenosis of the
ICA is possible; for example, in 2006, Sim et al. treated
three patients using clipping combined with
wrapping, one of whom exhibited left hemiparesis
nine days later and moderate right ICA stenosis
attributable to the two clips was observed in the
immediate follow-up angiogram [30]. Intraoperative
indocyanine green administration is helpful in
preventing stenosis of the ICA when
BBAs are treated with the clipping after
wrapping technique [39].
The clipping after wrapping
technique has been used as the optimal
surgical modality to prevent rebleeding
from BBA lesions because a large case
study showed that this technique
resulted in good outcomes; for example,
in 2009, Lee et al. treated 15 consecutive
patients with clipping after wrapping
using cellulose fabric and good outcomes
were achieved [14]. Various materials
have been used for the wrapping, such as
silastic sheets [40], cellulose fabric [14],
polytetrafluoroethylene
[37],
and
Bemsheets [39]. However, Gore-Tex is
currently considered an excellent
material
for
the
circumferential
wrapping of aneurysms and parent
arteries because it is inert and does not
cause tissue reactions or granuloma
formation [41]. The method of clipping
after wrapping is shown in Figure 1B.

Clipping after suturing

Figure 1. Current effective and feasible therapeutic methods for treating BBAs of the supraclinoid
ICA. A, Direct clipping. The left image shows a parent artery without stenosis and the right image
shows stenosis of the parent artery. B, Clipping after wrapping. C, Multiple overlapping stents with
coiling. D, Flow-diverting stent application. E, Surgical trapping with EC-IC bypass. F, Endovascular
trapping with EC-IC bypass.

Although
the
clipping
after
wrapping technique is the optimal
surgical method, it is favored in BBAs
without intraoperative bleeding [25].
While neurosurgeons attempt to clip the
BBA, the aneurysm can tear and produce
a defect. If this occurs, then clipping after
suturing can be performed if the defect is
small, and this procedure should be safer
than suturing alone. In 2016, Kantelhardt
et al. reported on a 51-year-old woman
with a BBA of the supraclinoid ICA and
showed that the combination of
micro-sutures and mini-clips for vessel
wall adaptation, repair and the
subsequent prevention of clip dislocation
http://www.medsci.org
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of the ruptured BBA was feasible and safe [42],
particularly when associated with an encircling clip.
In 2002, Yanaka et al. presented a case of clipping after
suturing where the lesion was covered with Surgicel
and fibrin glue, and then the temporary clip on the
distal internal carotid artery was removed
momentarily to allow retrograde blood flow and
provide the counterforce necessary to maintain the
vessel’s tubular structure. An encircling clip was then
applied to cover the entire circumference of the lesion,
which resulted in a good outcome [16].
If the clipping after suturing technique is not
sufficiently reliable, then the clipping after wrapping
method with suturing technique is a good choice; for
example, in 2006, Joo et al. reported on the successful
treatment of two cases with direct suturing the arterial
tear on the BBA, followed by circumferential
wrapping with a silastic sheet and clip reinforcement,
and both patients were discharged with no
neurological deficits [40]. In another example, in 2009,
Otani et al. reported on a 40-year-old woman with a
BBA of the supraclinoid ICA who received clipping
after suturing and achieved a good outcome [25].
Clipping after suturing requires only a short occlusion
time for arterial repair, which helps avoid ischemic
complications, but can result in ICA stenosis. For
example, in 2014, Park et al. reported on a BBA
located close to the anterior choroidal artery (AChA).
Preserving the patency of the AChA was crucial after
intraoperative rupture because the arterial defect was
located very close to the AChA origin, and Direct
clipping was difficult; therefore, suturing was
performed and the suture line was reinforced using
an aneurysm clip. However, the sutures produced
severe stenosis of the ICA, but the patient achieved a
good outcome because of the good collateral
circulation [29].

Endovascular treatment to repair the
supraclinoid ICA
Endovascular interventional techniques have
evolved as an effective treatment for intracranial
aneurysms [43]. Considerable interest has emerged
regarding the use of endovascular approaches to treat
BBAs [44]. In some studies, endovascular treatment of
BBAs was associated with high rates of complete
occlusion and good mid- to long-term neurological
outcomes [45]. Various endovascular techniques have
been applied to treat BBAs, such as coil embolization,
stenting, stent-assisted coiling and flow-diverting
stents [43].

Stent-assisted coil embolization
In the acute period, ruptured BBAs have a
shallow sac and a very fragile neck, which makes
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simple coiling difficult and stent-assisted coil therapy
necessary [46]. Moreover, the stent can provide the
bridge by which vascular endothelial cells can cover
the BBA neck [47]. In most cases, stent-assisted coil
therapy is feasible; for example, in 2008, Korja et al.
reported on patient with a BBA of the supraclinoid
ICA who underwent stent-assisted coil embolization
in the acute stage of SAH and the long-term follow-up
outcome was good; therefore, stent-assisted coil
embolization of ruptured BBAs in the acute stage
appears to be a technically feasible treatment option
[48]. If BBAs are treated in the late stage, they may be
covered by a thick clot, which improves the stability
of the BBA wall and leads to a better outcome. For
example, in 2008, Doorenbosch et al. reported on a
patient with a ruptured BBA. Two weeks after
admission, the patient received stent-assisted coil
embolization, there was no regrowth at the 6-month
follow up, and the outcome was good [49].
For some BBAs, stent-assisted coil therapy may
be difficult and have potential associated risks,
including aneurysm neck disruption or distal coil
migration. In these patients, stent-within-a-stent after
stent-assisted coil therapy may provide additional
support to the fragile aneurysm neck. For example, in
2007, Kim et al. first treated a patient with a BBA with
Neuroform stent-assisted coil embolization and then a
second stent was placed using the stent-within-a-stent
technique to support the fragile aneurysm neck and
decrease flow impingement; a follow-up digital
subtraction angiography (DSA) performed 6 months
after surgery demonstrated a radiolucent line crossing
the aneurysm neck and suggested that the aneurysm
neck was completely covered by a healing membrane
[50]. The stent-within-a-stent technique is effective,
particularly for recurrent BBAs [51]. For example, in
2009, Lee et al. treated 3 patients with recurrent BBAs
who were initially treated with stent-assisted coil
embolization by inserting a second stent using the
stent-within-a-stent technique, and all 3 patients
achieved excellent outcomes [2].
Although stent-assisted coil therapy can
effectively treat BBAs in the acute period, the present
stent-related endovascular technology is potentially
hazardous due to intraoperative aneurysm rupture,
rapid postoperative growth of the BBA and long-term
recurrence of the BBA [2, 48, 52, 53]. Intraoperative
rebleeding was the most dangerous event and the
causes included microcatheter or microwire
perforation,
stent
deployment,
systemic
heparinization and antiplatelet application. For
example, in 2008, Korja et al. reported on a BBA of the
supraclinoid ICA where contrast extravasation from
the BBA was identified during stent delivery and the
stent released; thus, the operation had to be stopped
http://www.medsci.org
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[48]. Novel application of stent-assisted Onyx
embolization may be helpful in avoiding
intraoperative rebleeding [44]. Rapid growth and
early rehemorrhage of the BBA after stent-assisted coil
therapy is another problem; for example, in 2008, Ahn
et al. described a BBA of the supraclinoid ICA that
was treated with repeated coil embolization after the
use of stent-assisted coiling due to the rapid growth of
the BBA; therefore, stent-assisted coil embolization
can be hazardous and careful serial follow-up
angiography is necessary [52]. In some BBAs, there is
no rapid growth stage, but rehemorrhage suddenly
occurred; for example, in 2012, Ihn et al. performed
primary stent-assisted coiling in 6 patients with BBAs,
2 of whom experienced early rehemorrhage,
including one fatal SAH [53].
In addition, the stent-assisted coil embolization
technique is associated with a high recurrence rate. In
the report of 9 patients with BBAs by Lee et al., all the
BBAs recurred after the initial treatment with
stent-assisted coil embolization, and the patients
required subsequent treatment with a second stent
that was inserted with the stent-within-a-stent
technique such that it covered the original stent
placement and resulted in good outcomes [2]. Even
stent-assisted coil embolization followed by
stent-within-a-stent may result in recurrence of the
BBAs; for example, Ihn et al. in a 2012 report showed
that recurrence occurred in 2 BBAs after stent-assisted
coil embolization followed by stent-within-a-stent
and required complementary treatment, including
repeated coil embolization and/or covered-stent
placement [53]. In the 2013 study by Lim et al., 34
patients
with
ruptured
BBAs
underwent
reconstructive treatment with stents and coils; the
placement of a single stent with coils and a high Hunt
and Hess grade were two independent risk factors for
recurrence, particularly within 5 weeks after surgery
[51]. In addition, the results of stent-assisted coil
embolization are associated with the morphology of
the BBA because ventral BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA
tend to occlude progressively, even after an
incomplete occlusion with stent-assisted coil
embolization, whereas dorsal BBAs tend to recur and
must be observed carefully [54].
In summary, reconstructive treatment with
stents and coils appears to be a viable option for
BBAs. Although stent-assisted coil embolization alone
is an effective approach for treating BBAs, it is
insufficient to prevent BBA regrowth. In contrast,
stent-within-a-stent and covered stenting are effective
at preventing rebleeding and BBA regrowth.
Furthermore, in the 2016 by Song et al., the use
multiple overlapping stents (≥3) with coiling could be
a feasible alternative for the treatment of ruptured
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BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA, even in the era of
flow-diverting stents; however, additional reports
and follow-up are needed in a larger cohort [55]. The
multiple overlapping stents with coiling method is
shown in Figure 1C.

Coil embolization
Because BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA are very
fragile and have a tendency to progress in size over a
short period, primary coiling may be dangerous,
given the lesion’s wide neck, small size and weak wall
that lacks collagenous tissue, particularly in the acute
period [56]. Occasionally, when some patients waited
for several weeks until the late period, the BBAs were
treated with coil embolization because at this time, the
ruptured BBAs may become spherical and covered by
a thick clot, which eliminates the issue of wall fragility
in this false aneurysm. For example, in 2004, Tanoue
et al. treated a patient with a ruptured BBA of the
supraclinoid ICA using coil embolization 40 days
after admission, and the follow-up DSA demonstrated
obliteration of the BBA; the author suggested that
BBAs are unsuitable for surgery in the acute phase
and that the application of coil embolization following
progression of the lesion into a saccular aneurysm
during the chronic stage may achieve good outcomes
[19].
In another example, in 2006, Ezaki et al. treated a
BBA of the supraclinoid ICA 13 days after the SAH
and the DSA revealed that the shape and size of the
BBA changed into a saccular aneurysm; on the 15th
day, the author planned to treat the BBA using
trapping with bypass, but the craniotomy revealed a
thick thrombus covering the BBA; therefore, the
author instead performed coil embolization on the
19th day and a good outcome was achieved,
suggesting that coil embolization is an effective option
for the management of selective cases of ruptured
BBAs in the late period [57]. Unlike stent-assisted coil
embolization, the best advantage of coil embolization
of BBAs is that antiplatelet therapy is not needed and
balloon-assisted coil embolization for wide-necked
BBAs is feasible; for example, in 2011, Matsubara et al.
reported on 9 patients with saccular-shaped ruptured
BBAs, 7 of whom were treated with balloon-assisted
coil embolization and 2 were embolized without
balloon inflation, although a balloon catheter was
placed at the ICA in the event that it was needed;
moreover, three patients were treated in the acute
period, two in the sub-acute period, and four in the
chronic period; therefore, this method can be used to
treat ruptured BBAs during the acute and sub-acute
stages [58].
Because ruptured BBAs are a pseudoaneurysm
covered with adventitia, immediate treatment is
http://www.medsci.org
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required once a ruptured BBA has been confirmed
due to the high risk of rebleeding in a short time.
Moreover, even in the chronic period, coil
embolization of BBAs was more dangerous than for
true saccular aneurysms because the BBA is not a true
aneurysm [59]. In the 2011 report by Matsubara et al.,
one intraoperative rupture occurred, even with
balloon assistance [58]. Therefore, coil embolization
alone is not the optimal approach for treating
ruptured BBAs.

Multiple overlapping stents
Theoretically, the placement of overlapping
stents at the aneurysm neck diminishes the flow into
the artery and the hemodynamic stress improves flow
diversion and prevents rehemorrhage better than a
single stent; furthermore, stents can induce
thrombosis in BBAs that are refractory to coil
embolization [2, 60]. Therefore, the use of multiple
overlapping stents may be a potentially effective
treatment for BBAs; in 2014, Walsh et al. performed a
single institution series and review of the literature
and showed that the use of multiple overlapping
stents as a monotherapy is a safe and effective
strategy for treating the remodeling of BBAs arising
from the supraclinoid ICA [54]. The multiple
overlapping stents technique entails the deployment
of longer and shorter stents; the longer stent is
deployed first, which spans a large portion of the
supraclinoid ICA segment and covers the aneurysm
neck, whereas the shorter stent is then deployed
within the lumen of the longer stent and also spans
the aneurysm neck. Enterprise and Neuroform stents
are good choices for this procedure; for example, in
2010, Gaughen et al. treated 6 patients with ruptured
BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA using the stent-in-stent
technique assisted by the application of Enterprise
and Neuroform stents and no rebleeding was
observed in any of the BBAs after the initial treatment
[61].
The number stents required for an effective
treatment is currently unclear, and two patients with
BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA were treated in the 2006
report by Fiorella et al.—one was treated with the
placement of a single Neuroform stent and the other
was treated with the placement of 3 overlapping
Neuroform stents; complete resolution of the BBA
was achieved in both cases [60]. In another example in
2012, Ihn et al. reported on the treatment of a patient
with a BBA of the supraclinoid ICA using double
stenting and the late angiographic follow-up showed
complete or progressive occlusion [53]. In addition, in
2011, Kim et al. reported on 3 cases of successful
obliteration of BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA after the
placement of multiple stents: 2 cases used 2
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overlapping stents and 1 case used 3 overlapping
stents. The follow-up DSA images of these 3 BBAs
showed complete obliteration of the aneurysm;
therefore, overlapping stents may reinforcing blood
flow remodeling and arterial wall support, which may
help reconstruct the fragile neck of the BBA and
prevent its regrowth [62].
Although multiple overlapping stents are an
effective treatment for BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA,
clinicians have debated whether it is the optimal
approach to resolve the BBAs. For example, in their
study of 6 patients with BBAs, Gaughen et al. showed
that only 3 patients presented no residual or recurrent
aneurysm following the initial treatment and the
other 3 patients required retreatment with coils after
continued growth of the aneurysm, which was
identified on follow-up angiography [61]. After the
application
of
multiple
overlapping
stents,
antiplatelet treatment may increase the risk of
recurrence of BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA and
postoperative rebleeding; therefore, antiplatelet
medication was not administered before the
procedure, but aspirin antiplatelet therapy was
initiated immediately after the procedure was
complete [62]. In addition, double antiplatelet
treatment can lead to the refractory recurrence of
BBAs; for example, in 2013, Chung et al. reported on a
BBA of the supraclinoid ICA that recurred after being
treated by the placement of five overlapping stents
with coils, and after changing from double
antiplatelet therapy (clopidogrel and aspirin) to a
single antiplatelet therapy, spontaneous obliteration
was achieved by thrombosis [63].

Flow-diverting stents
The treatment of BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA is
associated with high morbidity and mortality;
microsurgical clipping or wrapping and/or the use of
traditional endovascular techniques to repair the
lesion may result in frequent regrowth and rebleeds
and, ultimately, high fatality rates [1]. Because of the
purely endoluminal nature of arterial reconstruction,
flow-diverting stents may represent an ideal option to
repair ruptured BBAs [64]. A flow-diverting stent
generally includes a silk flow diverter, a Pipeline
embolization device, a surpass flow diverter, p64 and
other new products, and these stents are
self-extracting stent apparatuses with a high metal
surface area (30-35% metal coverage); after covering
the neck of the aneurysm, the flow-diverting stent
induces stasis, thrombosis, and regression of the
aneurysm by disrupting the pulsatile flow into the
aneurysm, which cures the aneurysm, and
flow-diverting stents represent a revolutionary
approach to the treatment of cerebral aneurysms,
http://www.medsci.org
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including BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA, particularly
in patients who achieved unfavorable results and
were initially managed using other endovascular
treatment options [65-70].
The use of flow-diverting stents to treat ruptured
BBAs is associated with high rates of complete
occlusion and good long-term neurological outcomes
in most patients; for example, in 2016, Linfante et al.
treated 10 patients with ruptured BBAs of the
supraclinoid ICA using a Pipeline embolization
device, and the placement of a single Pipeline
embolization device resulted in the immediate
occlusion or near occlusion of the BBA in 9 of the 10
patients, and the follow-up DSA showed the complete
occlusion of these BBAs [71]. In another example
reported in 2015, Aydin et al. treated 8 patients with
BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA using silk
flow-diverting stents, 7 of whom achieved good
outcomes [9]. In addition, in 2013 and 2014, Çinar et
al., Chalouhi et al. and Hu et al. all reported similar
results [68, 72, 73].
Based on these results, repair of the ruptured
BBAs with flow-diverting stents alone may be a safe
and durable option. Generally, the use of a single
flow-diverting stent is suitable for the treatment of a
BBA, but multiple flow-diverting stents may be
required; for example, in 2015, Nerva et al. treated a
ruptured BBA of the supraclinoid ICA with two
telescoping Pipeline embolization devices; however,
an endoleak was noted between the two stents and
was treated with balloon angioplasty, with good
angiographic results [74]. In the 2015 report by Aydin
et al., two flow-diverting stents were telescopically
deployed in 3 patients, and the procedures were
successful in all 3 patients and no acute complications
developed [9]. In 2016, Hu et al. also reported similar
results as Aydin et al. [73]. Therefore, multiple
flow-diverting stents may be safely and effectively
deployed when a single stent cannot occlude the
blood flow into the BBA.
A dual antiplatelet regimen is needed when
BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA are treated with
flow-diverting
stents
to
avoid
thrombotic
complications within the stent itself and in distal
locations, such as in-stent thrombosis and
thromboembolism,
and
all
patients
were
administered dual antiplatelet therapy prior to
placement of the flow-diverting stent [75]. However,
dual antiplatelet therapy is associated with a risk of
hemorrhagic complications, and the use dual
antiplatelet therapy when a flow-diverting stent is
implanted in an acutely ruptured BBA may affect
surgical procedures such as extraventricular drain
placement or delay surgery for a ventriculoperitoneal
shunt,
gastrostomy,
tracheostomy,
and
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decompressive craniectomy. Moreover, other relevant
complications can occur, such as rupture of the BBA
during the deployment of the flow-diverting stent
[74]. Single or dual antiaggregant loading should be
performed 6-8 h before treatment to reduce these
complications and for a safer treatment [68]. In
addition, the use of antiaggregant therapy to treat
acute SAH should be modified for each patient due to
the fragile nature of the recently ruptured BBA [76].
The most serious problem that occurs after the
placement of flow-diverting stents is the continued
existence or growth of the BBAs of the supraclinoid
ICA. For example, in the 2016 report by Linfante et al.,
a BBA of the supraclinoid ICA remained patent and
tended to grow, despite the placement of three
flow-diverting stents in two procedures, but
rerupture did not occur in this patient. However, the
patient died of severe vasospasms, despite the
administration of a dual antiplatelet regimen and
growth of the lesion [71]. In addition, in 2015, Nerva
et al. also reported on a similar case, where after the
deployment of the first flow-diverting stent, the BBA
of the supraclinoid ICA remained and enlarged;
therefore, a second flow-diverting stent was placed,
which overlapped the area of the aneurysm ostium
covered by the first stent. However, the patient died
of a diffuse infarction [74]. The causes of the
continued existence or growth of BBAs after the
application of flow-diverting stents vary and include
mismatching of the stent, dual antiplatelet therapy
and insufficient stent expansion; furthermore,
insufficient stent expansion is an important cause
because balloon angioplasty is required to open the
stent [68]. Because the lack of immediate BBA
occlusion of the supraclinoid ICA creates a risk of
short-term re-rupture, more attention should be paid
to this effect. The flow-diverting stent method for the
treatment of ruptured BBAs is shown in Figure 1D.

Covered stents
Covered stents are used to treat BBAs or
recurrent BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA; for example,
in 2009, Lee et al. treated 3 patients with recurrent
BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA who were initially
treated with stent-assisted coil embolization with
covered stents: two patients achieved excellent
outcomes and complete occlusion of the BBA,
whereas the remaining patient who received a
covered stent died of ICA rupture during the
procedure [2]. Therefore, covered stents should be
used with caution because they have several
limitations; for example, covered stents are far stiffer
than bare stents, making their delivery into the
intracranial ICA very difficult because the stiff stent
may impinge on the fragile aneurysm neck during
http://www.medsci.org
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delivery and result in an unwanted outcome. In
addition, covered stents may be too stiff to fully
conform to the curved intracranial ICA wall, resulting
in a failure to seal the aneurysm [77]. Additionally,
BBAs are often located close to the origin of the
posterior communicating artery and the anterior
choroidal artery; thus, the use of a covered stent for
treatment is less suitable.

Trapping with or without bypass
Generally, the treatments of BBAs of the
supraclinoid ICA can be divided into reconstructive
techniques with ICA preservation and deconstructive
techniques with ICA sacrifice, which include trapping
[45]. Trapping is an option for the treatment of BBAs
and is associated with higher occlusion rates,
particularly after the failure of initial endovascular
treatments [78]. However, poor collateral circulation
distal to the trapped ICA may lead to a higher risk of
perioperative ischemic stroke and extremely poor
outcomes. In the 2008 case-control study by Meling et
al. that included 14 patients with BBAs of the
supraclinoid ICA, 7 patients were treated with
preservation of the ICA and 7 patients were treated
with ICA trapping; of the 7 patients with ICA
preservation, only 1 had a poor outcome, but cerebral
infarcts developed in all the patients treated with ICA
sacrifice, 2 of which occurred immediately after
surgery and 5 occurred after a delay, with six of the
patients dying and 1 surviving but presenting a poor
condition [1].
Therefore, sacrifice of the ICA may lead to very
poor outcomes, even in patients with adequate
collateral capacity on preoperative angiograms,
probably due to vasospasm-induced compromise of
the cerebral collaterals [30]. Consequently, when
trapping is considered, a balloon occlusion test for
collateral flow must be performed prior to surgery
and the external carotid artery should be examined to
determine whether bypass surgery is required. In
addition, cerebral vasospasm can affect ICA blood
flow and should be considered. After trapping, the
ipsilateral blood flow of the BBA depends on the
collateral blood flow through the anterior
communicating artery and ipsilateral posterior
communicating artery; therefore, the collateral flow of
the posterior communicating artery must be
preserved [18, 30]. If the collateral circulation of the
distal ICA is sufficient, then single trapping of BBAs
will result in good outcomes; in addition, the
operation is not overly complex. However, if the
collateral circulation is insufficient, EC-IC bypass may
be needed.
Bypass is divided into high-flow and low-flow
types, and high-flow bypass is currently the main
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type used. For example, in 2008, Başkaya et al. treated
a series of 4 patients who presented with high-grade
SAH due to a BBA; the patients were treated with
high-flow EC-IC bypass, followed by trapping of the
aneurysm, and the radial artery was used as the
bypass conduit and good outcomes were achieved
[78]. In 2009, Ishikawa et al. also reported on a series
of 4 patients with ruptured BBAs of the ICA who were
treated with EC-IC high-flow bypass, followed by
inspection and trapping of the aneurysm; all patients
were treated in the acute stage and excellent outcomes
were achieved at the 3-month follow up [79]. In
addition, in 2010, Kamijo et al. analyzed 7 consecutive
patients with ruptured BBAs who were treated with
trapping and EC-IC bypass during the acute SAH
period, and the results showed that this surgical
strategy might be a promising option for the
treatment of BBAs during the acute period [80]. The
acute phase was defined as less than 24 h [18].
Moreover, when performed prior to the onset of
vasospasms, high-flow EC-IC bypass may prevent
vasospasm-induced cerebral infarcts and the
subsequent deaths associated with acute ICA sacrifice
in SAH [1]. In some cases with relatively insufficient
collateral circulation, low-flow bypass was sufficient.
For example, in 2004, Islam et al. reported that a good
outcome was achieved in a patient who experienced a
ruptured BBA that was treated with coil embolization
during the acute stage, followed by proximal
occlusion in the chronic stage through a low-flow
EC-IC bypass [81]. In another example from 2014,
Kazumata et al. reported acceptable results in 2
patients with BBAs who were treated with ICA
trapping and low-flow superficial temporal
artery-middle cerebral artery bypass [18].
However, the treatment of BBAs with EC-IC
bypass is associated with high risks and
complications, which mainly included hand and brain
ischemia, with ischemic hand complications possibly
avoided by performing a preoperative Allen test; the
measures used to reduce the risk of ischemic brain
complications include careful back-bleeding and
minimizing the temporary clipping time, and a wide
Sylvian exposure will greatly reduce the need for
retractors, and critical branches of the ICA should be
preserved to prevent ischemia [82]. In addition,
endovascular ICA trapping can be used to avoid
surgical risks, such as surgical dissection and
retraction of the edematous brain, and can be
performed with balloon test occlusion. Staged
trapping is a particularly good choice [78]. For
example, in 2014, Kim et al. treated 11 consecutive
patients with BBAs who underwent endovascular
ICA trapping; subsequently, 3 patients underwent
superficial temporal artery-middle cerebral artery
http://www.medsci.org
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bypass when balloon test occlusion revealed
inadequate collateral circulation [17]. The merit of this
staged treatment is its ability to prevent rerupture in
the acute stage and to allow for proximal occlusion in
the chronic stage, with or without an EC-IC bypass,
after assessing the tolerance of the ICA occlusion. The
EC-IC bypass method for treating BBAs is shown in
Figure 1E and F.
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failed or the compensation by the collateral circulation
of intracranial distal ICA was insufficient, then EC-IC
bypass associated with surgical or endovascular
trapping is used as the last resort, but the method is
complex and highly risky.
At our institute, we prefer to perform the direct
clipping operation because it is convenient and often
results in a good outcome; a typical case is shown in
Figure 2. In addition, profile visualized intraluminal
support (LVIS) stents are a good choice due to the
12–21% surface area coverage [83], though double
LVIS stents are sometimes necessary. The trapping
with bypass method is still used as the last resort and
is effective; a typical case is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Direct clipping of BBAs of the supraclinoid ICAA, CT showing the
SAH. B, DSA showing a small BBA of the supraclinoid ICA. C, Intraoperative
image showing a small BBA on the supraclinoid ICA. D, The BBA was clipped
directly.

Summary
The treatment of BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA is
challenging and includes surgical and endovascular
therapeutic methods. Among the surgical methods,
direct clipping is the easiest and most feasible method
if the compensation by the collateral circulation of
intracranial distal ICA is sufficient or the direct
clipping did not induce stenosis of the parent artery.
In addition, the clipping after wrapping technique
should be chosen as the optimal surgical modality to
prevent rebleeding. Among the endovascular
methods, the use of multiple overlapping stents (≥3)
with coils may be an effective alternative treatment
for ruptured BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA. In
addition, flow-diverting stents appear to have a
higher rate of complete occlusion and should be a
promising treatment. Finally, when all treatments

Figure 3. Trapping with bypass of BBAs of the supraclinoid ICA. A, CT of the
first SAH showing the hemorrhage in the suprasellar cistern. B, CTA showing a
small BBA of the supraclinoid ICA. C, CT of the second SAH showing the
intraventrical hemorrhage. D, DSA showing the BBA became bigger. E-F,
Postoperative CTA showing that the BBA was trapped with EC-middle artery
bypass.
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Table 1. Key points of each approach for BBAs
Approaches
Direct clipping
and suturing

Key points
The approach is feasible when BBAs are small and located at the ventral supraclinoid ICA. To guarantee the safety of the operation, the
approach may require that the compensation of the collateral circulation of the BBA side is sufficient. The approach was the easiest method if the
compensation of the collateral circulation of the intracranial distal ICA was sufficient or if the approach did not induce stenosis in the parent
artery. However, the clip may be unstable and easily slip from the BBA. In addition, during clipping or suturing, severe intraoperative bleeding
may occur if a large tear occurs at the BBA.
Clipping after
When BBAs are large, clipping after wrapping was feasible. Clipping after suturing is favored in BBAs with intraoperative bleeding, when the
wrapping
aneurysm produced a defect. The clipping after wrapping technique can increase the stability of clipping and reduce the rupture risk of BBAs.
Clipping after
The approach has been used as the optimal surgical modality to prevent rebleeding from BBA lesions. However, clipping after wrapping and
suturing
clipping after suturing are risky, and the aneurysm may grow and rebleed after surgery. In addition, stenosis of the ICA after this method is
possible.
Stent-assisted
If BBAs are treated in the late stage, coil embolization can be used because at this time, the ruptured BBAs may become spherical and covered by
coil embolization a thick clot, which eliminates the issue of wall fragility in this false aneurysm. In most cases, stent-assisted coil therapy is feasible due to the
Coil
wide BBA neck. Moreover, the stent can provide the bridge by which vascular endothelial cells can cover the BBA neck. Although stent-assisted
embolization
coil embolization or coil embolization are effective approaches for treating BBAs, each is insufficient to prevent BBA regrowth.
Multiple
When coiling embolization are refractory, the placement of overlapping stents diminishes hemodynamic stress, improves flow diversion and
overlapping
prevents rehemorrhage. Furthermore, stents can induce thrombosis in BBAs. Multiple overlapping stents (≥3) with coils may be a feasible
stents
alternative for the treatment of ruptured BBAs. After the application of multiple overlapping stents, antiplatelet treatment may increase the risk
of recurrence of BBAs and postoperative rebleeding. In addition, double antiplatelet treatment can lead to the refractory recurrence of BBAs.
Flow-diverting When microsurgical clipping or wrapping and/or the use of traditional endovascular techniques to repair the lesion were difficult or resulted in
stents
regrowth and rebleeds, the use of flow-diverting stents to treat ruptured BBAs was a good choice. Flow-diverting stents represent a
revolutionary approach to the treatment of cerebral aneurysms. However, dual antiplatelet therapy is associated with a risk of hemorrhagic
complications. Moreover, the most serious problem that occurs after the placement of flow-diverting stents is the continued existence or growth
of the BBAs.
Trapping with or When all treatments failed or the compensation by the collateral circulation of intracranial distal ICA was insufficient, EC-IC bypass associated
without bypass with surgical or endovascular trapping was used as the last resort. Trapping is associated with higher occlusion rates. Because the trapping with
bypass is a complex technique, treatment of BBAs with EC-IC bypass is associated with high risks and complications, which mainly include
hand and brain ischemia. Accordingly, when trapping is considered, a balloon occlusion test for collateral flow must be performed prior to
surgery.
BBA: blood blister-like aneurysm; ICA: internal carotid artery; EC-IC: external carotid-internal carotid
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